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Introduction 
 

PRIMAGE plans to deliver a platform to support decision making in the clinical management of malignant 

solid tumours. Among other elements, this task will be facilitated by development and execution, on available 

medical cohort data, a series of multi-scale simulations, working on the level of molecules, tissue and the 

whole tumour.  These in silico techniques will be assisted with a set of image-based approaches to identify 

biomarkers, AI models for clinical predictions, and advanced visualisation for simulations. To efficiently 

execute these codes on both retrospective clinical data, and for prospective cohorts of two clinical trials 

planned by PRIMAGE, the project will need to apply High Performance Computing (HPC). 

This deliverable presents the HPC resources made available for PRIMAGE consortium members, in order to 

achieve the project’s goals. Description of the type of resources is given, followed by a detailed explanation 

on the procedure to register and obtain access to them. The document also provides description of several 

access modes which may be used by PRIMAGE users to utilize the computational power and the storage 

space provided to them in the scope of WP2. 

When elaborating methods and tools for an efficient usage of different compute and storage resources for the 

PRIMAGE project, we will take into account typical requirements for large scale computing
1
 as well as the 

experience gained during our extensive, long collaboration with scientists involved in medical computing on 

distributed e-infrastructures
2,3

. Data will be processed according to the FAIR principle
4
. Furthermore, we will 

consider suggestions presented during the workshop organised by the Health Directorate of the European 

Commission on 12 March 2019
5
. Finally, we will take into consideration the innovative vision of a unified 

approach to big data and extreme-scale computing
6
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5.  CONCLUSION 
This deliverable presents in details the High Performance Computing (HPC) resources available to members 

of the PRIMAGE consortium. Leveraging such resources is inevitable in order to achieve the project’s main 

goals, especially in terms of reaching adequate spatial and temporal scales/resolutions for multi-scale 

simulations envisaged in the scope of the project. 

The document presents the Prometheus cluster, a supercomputer managed by ACC Cyfronet AGH (Kraków, 

Poland) in the framework of the PLGrid Infrastructure for science. Subsequent chapters present the 

procedure of obtaining a PLGrid account, required to perform computations on Prometheus, and store data 

there, and also how PRIMAGE is going to request an adequate data/CPU grant from PLGrid to be able to 

perform the required large-scale computations. 

The remaining chapters present methods of using Prometheus and associated software (tools, services) in 

order to efficiently perform simulations and other computations in this fair-share, multi-user environment. 

Several access options are presented and PRIMAGE users will have many opportunities to engage with 

Cyfronet team in order to put Prometheus’ resources to their use. 

The Cyfronet team is open to any form of collaboration with PRIMAGE scientists, willing to use HPC 

resources to achieve the project’s goals or wishing to integrate their own IT solutions with PLGrid’s services in 

order to provide HPC power to their users. 

 




